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MEDIEVAL DISCUSSIONS OF PROPERTY:
RATIO AND DOMINIUM ACCORDING TO

JOHN OF PARIS AND MARSILIUS OF PADUA
Janet Coleman

It is well known that John of Paris was a major publicist who, at the turn of
the fourteenth century, offered his contribution to the debate over the boun
daries of sovereignty. This was a debate that had taken a particularly vicious

and explosive turn in the polemic between Philip the Fair and Boniface VIII.
John of Paris's De Potestate Regia et Papali is taken to be a via media in the
then current argument over sacerdotal and royal power, a debate that had in

one way or another been a continuous part of the political scenario through
out the middle ages. I believe his treatise to be even more significant because
of its narrowing of the definition of po tes tas to mean, specifically, lordship
over material property, dominium in rebus.1 This understanding of potestas is

one of the most far-reaching contributions to our understanding of the evo
lution of the theory and practice of dominium/proprietas in the later middle
ages. Furthermore, I want to argue that it is John of Paris's narrowed
definition of potestas as dominium in rebus, its mode of acquisition, its
characteristics and potentials, that show him to be actively drawing upon a
subtle and comprehensive understanding of customary and especially Roman
law which had already influenced Canon Law.2 In his attempt to apply the
highly formalized legal discipline to current issues and to justify what can be
shown to be the already well-developed customary practices in the field of
iana law, ι want to suggest tnat Jonn illuminated not only thirteenth- and early
fourteenth-century rights over buying and selling one's private property ; but
perhaps more importantly he informs us as to contemporary attitudes to the
more general concept of individual rights of men exercisable in the world and

over their world. A brief comparison with Marsilius of Padua's use of

dominium in his Defensor Pacis, shows how both theorists understood the
theory and practice of contemporary property law, but that John was the
more faithful to current practice and therefore, the more radical. I have

' Prologue, De Potestate Regia et Papali, ed. Fritz Bleienstein, in Johannes Quidort von Paris.
Liber kanigliche und papstliche Gewalt, Frankfurter Studien zur Wissenschaft von der Politik
(Stuttgart, 1969), p. 71.
2 Brian Tierney, Foundations of the Conciliât Theory (Cambridge, 1955)r, Part three, chapter 1,
argues that the De Potestate shows mainly Canonists' influence.

HISTORY OF POLITICAL THOUGHT. Vol. IV. No. 2. Sommer 1983
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sators or stewards who have custody to distribute the proper

for the use of the ecclesiastical community. For Marsiliu
legislator has all dominium in rebus, ownership of all tem

can give custody to an ecclesiastic, if he is a 'perfect person',

supreme poverty.6 As we will see, John of Paris's view a
corporately, to possess dominium with the pope as dispen
The dominium of the corporate church or of individual

however, come to them because they are vicars of Christ and
apostles. Rather, they have dominium over temporal things b
concession and permission granted them by pious rulers or f
of the pious.7

John presents the much wider current debate about tempo
regarding the church's and state's respective temporal aff
the much narrower legal question concerning the theory
conceptual and the substantive meaning of dominium over
rights. He establishes that the traditional and de facto ind
monarch and the independence of the property-holding
indeed, be vindicated de iure* This I take to be a convenie
Roman law and it is precisely the kind of argument used
Roman civilian commentator Bartolus when he defends t
eignty of the city republics in Italy against the de iure p
Roman empire.9 A de facto independence can be vindicat
de iure, and in property law the parallel is with various k
e.g. usucapio and what became of the notion of usufruct.

In fact, if one were to examine the evolution of what is cal

Vulgar law', that is, the 'degenerate' Roman law pract

periods of Diocletian and Justinian, one could draw parallels e

field of property and obligations (which were substantial

classical Roman law), with apparent alterations in this field d
century and thereafter. For instance, the clear classical notio
a positive and total mastery over a thing, with its own legal

from possession, disappeared in the post-classical period.

limited dominium came to be recognized; in fact, usufruct ca

6 Marsilius of Padua, Defensor Pacis, Discourse II, c. xiv, 7,8,14,18.
7 John of Paris, De Potestate Regia et Papali, Prologue (proemium).

8 Introduction to John of Paris, Royal and Papal Power, trans. Watt, p. 6

® Quentin Skinner, The Foundations of Modern Political Thought, Vol

pp.9f.
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Ill12 is understood by clergy and laity alike in material te
defended at law. The ecclesiastical office was less a focus

object of proprietary right and a source of income.13 Already

itself was heavily imbued with Roman property law whe
categories were 'translated', as it were, into ius rerum, th
patrimonial rights, all those rights known to the law whic
capable of being estimated in money, an element of wea
economic entity with a legally guaranteeable value.14 Let

examine John of Paris's understanding of dominium.

Firstly, what is the structure of his tract and how can we rel
content? There are twenty-five loosely connected chapters un
in which one discussed the current issues of restricted sovere

a programmed development of the argument as one reads

twenty-five. Rather, the De Potestate reads like a developed d
quodlibetal debate of the theology faculty of the university of
of the thirteenth early fourteenth centuries. In other words,

presentation of a selection of debated issues with a cont

political focus.15 The chapters comprise a series of related iss

citations from the Bible, Canon law, and implicitly, R

arranged in a scissors-and-paste fashion. The Prologue tells us
temporal affairs is to be defined as lordship over material pr

in rebus. Other foci of related interest arise in part as res

Unam Sanctam which, Ullmann has recently argued, establish
puoncisi tract anu servea as ine oeginning or tne une or sucn worKS. υ nam

Sanctam was a papal chancery composition designed as a magisterial, syste
matic and logical summary of the points made in favour of the papal plenitudo

potestatis by the Augustinian Aegidius Romanus in his De Ecclesiastica
Potestate (c. 1300).16 Aegidius cited biblical, theological and legal texts to
support the papal understanding of the origins and legitimacy of property,

contract, the state, and specifically dominium and jurisdiction. John of Paris

12 Geoffrey Barraclough, Papal Provisions (Oxford, 1935), p. 83; and Corpus Juris Canonici, ed.

A. Friedberg (Lipsiae, 1879), X, 2,13 c.7, Vol. I, pp. 282-3.
13 Oakley, The Western Church, p. 31.

14 Buckland, Textbook of Roman Law, ch. V, p. 182.
15 P. Glorieux, La Littérature Quodlibétique de 1260 à 1320 (Kain, 1925), pp. 20 f.

16 Aegidius Romanus: De Ecclesiastica Potestate, ed. Richard Scholz (Leipzig, 1929, reprint
Aalen, 1961); Walter Ullmann, 'Die Bulle Unam Sanctam; Ruckblick und Ausblick', Rômische
Hist. Mitteilungen, XVI (1974), pp. 45 f, and Walter Ullmann, 'Boniface VIII and his Con
temporary Scholarship', Journal of Theological Studies 27 (1976), pp. 58-87.
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Thus, only through baptismal rebirth and continuing membersh
church can anyone justly inherit, possess wealth, have dominium
The church 'habet dominium, cuiusquemque hereditatio et quaru
rerum et habet superius et excellencius huiusmodi dominium qua

ipsi fideles.' There is no rightful dominium over temporal things, nis

illud sub ecclesia et per ecclesiam.20 Baptism and penance as sacra
the only direct 'remedy' to being recognized as having just dom
'Excommunicato ergo, quia privatus est communione fidelium, pr

omnibus bonis que possidet, ut est fidelis et ut est inter fideles.'22

Aegidius goes on to draw arguments directly from Roman law p
and Roman law formulae which had already penetrated the term
thirteenth-century Canon law. He argues that there are indeed tw
one spiritual and general, and this he lables incorporate, and th
corporate and particular. The incorporeal, universal and general po
a result of a contract because 'contracts can only extend to materi
This emphasis on the corporate and its recognition through con
indeed, the civil law of dominium, ius in rem as defined in Gaius

Institutes." 'Potestas autem materialis et terrena est particularis et co

cum specialiter sit circa corporalia instituta ... et non erit ergo p
po testa tes, unam generalem, alteram particularem, nisi una sit s
instituta per aliam et agat ex commissione alterius . . Λ24

To summarize, Aegidius's position is, in his own words: 'non suff
quicumque sit generatus carnaliter nisi sit per ecclesiam regener
possit cum iustitia rei alicui dominari nec rem aliquam possidere.'25

Turning to John of Paris we see him tackling the same series of iss

drawing more directly on the law that supports an autonom

sovereign. He begins with eclectic citations from Aristotle's Polit

that it is necessary and advantageous for man to live in society such as
kingdom which is self-sufficient in everything that pertains to the w
life, and under the government of one who rules for the common go

20 Ibid., pp. 70-3.

21 Ibid.,?. 19.
22 Ibid., ch. xii.

23 Gaudemet, Le Droit Privé Romain, c. 3, 'la classification des choses', p. 69.

24 Aegidius Romanus, ed. Scholz, pp. 113-14.
25 Ibid., p. 78, part II, c. 8.
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It was necessary because of mankind's original sin against God to establish
certain remedies through which Christ's sacrifice could benefit mankind and
thus, the church's sacraments were instituted and the ministering priest is an
intermediary between God and man. The church resulted from original sin;
but society and government are natural and not seen as resulting from man's

In chapter three he compares the structure of the church and that of the
secular realm: all priests are ordered in a hierarchy to one supreme head,
Peter's successor, the pope, and this pyramidal ordering of the ecclesiastical
structure came from Christ's own mouth and was not a decision of a council.
But although God decided there is subordination of church ministers to one
head, it does not follow that the ordinary faithful are commanded by divine
law to be subject in temporalities to any single supreme monarch. Rather do
they learn from natural instinct, which comes from God, that they should live
as citizens in society and that in order to live well together, they should choose
the sort of rulers appropriate for the sort of community in question. Neither

man's natural tendencies nor divine law commands a single, supreme, tem

poral monarch for everyone. Nor is such a single monarch as suitable in the lay
order as he is in the ecclesiastical.28 Thus far we have: man is instinctively and

naturally a creature who lives in society, comes together to live in common
and communally, and his instinct can lead him, depending on contingencies,
to choose a ruler who best benefits the ruled. And within the secular realm

there is no divine or natural reason to have a universal unifier, i.e. an

emperor. This is a general argument for the individual monarch, France's
king Philip; a justification from God and through nature of what France is.

36 John of Paris, De Potestate, ch. 1.
27 Ibid., ch. 2.

28 De Potestate Regia, ed. Bleienstein, p. 81,11. 27-p. 82,11. 11.
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Furthermore, John argues that secular powers are diverse because of the
diversity of climate and differing physical constitutions of men: one man
cannot possibly rule the world's temporalia because his authority, ultimately,
is his sword and he cannot be everywhere at once.
John next compares the respective structures of church and state and argues

that it is important to recall that temporalities of laymen are not—in the

state—communal,29 and therefore, each man is master of his own property as
it was acquired through his own industry. Consequently, there is no need for

administration of temporalia in common, for each is his own administrator:
cum quilibet rei suae sit ad libitum dispensator.
Ecclesiastical property, on the other hand, was given to the community as a

whole and it therefore requires a president, someone who presides over the
community to hold and dispose of goods on the community's behalf. John
means there is an apportionment of things to individuals prior to govern
ments; lay property, discretely apportioned, results from individual labour
alone in natural society. Since he has told us that society is natural, that the
law of nations bound men to live communally and in common, then the
particularization of common property is also natural. Significantly, he des
cribes the heads of lay and spiritual communities as arbiters, and it is clear that

adjudication is with respect to private property in secular society. In the
church, adjudication is with respect to orthodox faith and heresy.

The state is chronologically prior, he argues, but the priestly order is prior
in dignity. Each power has its special domain, each justifying its jurisdiction
immediately from the one superior power above, God, and this is his two
power schema, his via media. But jurisdiction is not potestas, and certainly not
potestas as defined as dominium over exterior material goods, i.e. property.
He turns to this issue, for church and state, in chapters six and seven, and it is
these two chapters that borrow most heavily from the quodlibetal debates, the
determinationes, of Godefroy of Fontaines, dated c. 1294-6.30 As I shall try to
indicate later, Godefroy was a theologian well acquainted with Roman law
principles which he tried, with some success, to apply in the vexed situation of
his native Liège. He, like John of Paris, composed in the standard theoretical
genres that, at that time, allowed for current socio-economic, legal and
political issues to be aired—the quodlibetal determination in its evolved form.
The quodlibetal determinatio produced the genre of the publicist tract like the

29 Ibid., p. 81,1.26.

30 Jean Leclercq, Jean de Paris et l'écclesiologie du XlIIe siècle (Paris, 1942), noted the debt to

Godefroy. Quodlibets XI (1294), XII (1295), XIII (1296) and XIV (1297) ed. J. Hoffmans,

Philosophes Belges, V (1932).
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In chapter six John turns to discu
the order of causality. He says it re
or has not got potestas, dominium

Ubi primo ostendetur quomodo
exteriora quoad dominium in reb
dominus exteriorum bonorum sed
saltern habeat radicalem et prim

iurisdictionem exercens.

In what way does the pope have dominium in rebus regarding exterior goods,
he asks. Secondly, it being given that he is not truly dominus of exterior goods
but rather the administrator or dispensor both in principle and in practice, he

asks whether the pope has at least the original and primary authority as
superior and as one who exercises jurisdiction. The Roman legal terminology

of bona exteriora, dominium in rebus, jurisdictio, is tossed off fairly lightly. It
is used in the same familiar vein in Godefroy of Fontaine's quodlibets. Roman

and Canon law concepts are extensively drawn upon by Godefroy, Aegidius

and John. John marshalls them to show that in the church community which,

as a community, is itself dominus because donations of laymen are meant to
be gifts to the church and not to individuals, individual persons in the church

community, whoever they may be, do not have dominium·, rather, principal
members have only stewardship (dispensationem habeant) except where they
draw recompense (faciunt fructos suos ex servitio) from service and then only
according to need and status. The pope, therefore, is a steward of communal
property. Marsilius of Padua will not allow even the ecclesiastical community
to be dominus or owner; rather the lay donor maintains ownership.31 All this

draws upon the complex Roman law of property involving donatio and
possessio; it is also the Civil law pertaining to corporations so extensively
developed in the thirteenth century by civilians and canonists alike.32 The
consequences are that the pope cannot ad libitum take away ecclesiastical
goods claiming that what he ordains is valid, according to John, because he is

not dominus and has no title to the property; he cannot have it alienated. As
dispensator of the community's goods in whom good faith, bona fides, is
required, he does not have power over goods except in cases of necessity or
utility for the ecclesia communis.

31 Marsilius of Padua, Defensor Pacts, Discourse II, c. xiv, 22.
32 Buckland, Text-Book of Roman Law, pp. 253 f and pp. 196 f. Also see Tierney, Foundations of
the Conciliar Theory, passim.
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In sum: the pope is only a steward of the property given to the

community; he is instituted precisely as a steward for the goo
munity; he has a relationship to these things only as administ

interests of the community; and if he betrays the community's tr
acting in good faith, he must do penance by restoring the propert

has wrongly treated as his own. This is a Roman Civil law an
situation and a Roman Civil law 'remedy'. The betrayal of trust
and must lead to deposition, to forfeiture of the stewardship. It i
turpitude then, but misuse of dominium and property rights that

Chapter seven expands the analysis to include an explanatio

potestas regarding lay property. The difference here is that prope

are not granted to the secular community as a whole, as is e

property. Lay property, which John acknowledges to be prior chr
to spiritual power and institutions, is acquired by the individual's
and own industry. The law of nations taught men to live comm

after they acquired 'their own' and individuals as individuals h

things ius etpotestatem et verum dominium, right and power and v
or sovereignty.

Ad quod declarandum considerandum est quod exterior

laicorum non sunt collata communitati sicut bona ecclesiastica, s

acquisita a singulis personis arte, labore vel industria pr

personae singulares ut singulares sunt, habent in ipsis ius et pot

et verum dominium. . . .

Consequently, each person may order his own, dispose of, administer, hold or

alienate as he wishes without injury to any other since he is dominus ... et
potest quilibet de suo ordinare, disponere, dispensare, retinere, alienare pro
libito sine alterius iniuria, cum sit dominus. Property is, in the lay world,
distributed discretely through a process of acquisition from what was com
munal, a process of acquisition characterized by individual labour, and the
right one acquires over goods for which one has laboured is such that one can
use or alienate such goods, presumably in exchange for other goods or money.

This is the Roman Civil law understanding of ius in rem and the modes of
acquisition of property. Where is the mutuality of feudalism we well may ask?
Not only does this fit into the formal descriptions of Roman law proceedings.

To modern ears it also sounds like the possessive individualism of English

seventeenth-century thinkers like John Locke.33

" See Tuck, Natural Rights Theories, on Locke's Two Treatises of Government (1679-80), and

Tyrrell's Patriarcha non Monarcha, (1681), pp. 169-73. See John Locke, Two Treatises of

Government, ed. Peter Laslett (Cambridge, 1963). Some of the major property statements of
John of Paris from the prologue and chapters six and seven of the De Potestate Regia et Papali
were taken over completely by Pierre d'Ailly and published as part of Gerson's Opera in the
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prevent the discomforts of not having an impartial arbiter whe

was usurped by those who would take what was not their o
because they had not 'mixed their labour' with it), and who
just title to dominium or its derivatives. Thus, each individ

dispose of his own as he wishes except in times of necessity wh
may dispose of the individual's goods in the interest of the com
good. So too the pope may tax the faithful in extremis, for defe

In chapter eight, John notes that having proprietary righ

over property is not the same as having jurisdiction over it: ju
right to decide what is just and unjust in matters pertaining t
prince has this power of jurisdiction although he does not him
property in question. In Roman law terms the prince is like a m
magistrate with restricted iurisdictio but without imperium."

Et quia non est idem habere proprietatem et domini

exterioribus et habere iurisdictionem, id est ius discern

iustum vel iniustum in ipsis, sicut habet principes potestatem
et discernendi in bonis subditorum licet non habeant dominium in re

ipsa.
This is an extraordinary view for a pro-monarchical publicist to maintain, for

in effect, John has diminished royal powers to those of mere jurisdictional
arbitration in private 'property' disputes. It appears to be an even more
radical statement than Edward I's Confirmatio Cartarum (1297) where the
king acknowledged that his subjects' goods were their own and he could enjoy
a share in them only by 'the common assent of the whole kingdom and for the
common benefit of the same kingdom'.36

In sum we have the distinction between dominium and jurisdiction; we
have an argument for exclusive private property as natural for each individual

whose skill and industry enable him to acquire his own; the acquisition of

one's own is prior to the establishment of government; we have a notion that

rulers are fiduciary powers, elected by the consent of the people to act as
arbiters in property disputes; rulers are given jurisdiction without the indi
vidual alienating either his rights to or in property or his substantially discrete

property to the government; the secular state keeps order and order is

disturbed by disputes over property. Rulers, here including the pope, may tax

35 See Buckiand, Text-Book of Roman Law, pp. 647 f and pp. 668 f.

34 See Carl Stephenson and Frederick Marcham, Sources of English Constitutional History, a
selection of documents, Vol. I (London, revised edition, 1972), p. 165 from Stubbs, Select

Charters, pp. 490 f; the original document is in Anglo-Norman French.
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abstract concepts like duty (as I not
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commercial transaction, a law no
cases and examples (viz. Vulgar R
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change
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socie

to one in which individual right
Vodola37 has recently pointed out
belief, and rituals like baptism an

concepts.

In

this

way

the

church

w

the public sphere. At the beginni
theologians had only begun to de
whilst the jurists had already as
Sacramentum was itself a Roman
sealing an oath; and the ritual of
that was formally modelled on t

The

Decretum

these

Roman

account

the

of

Gratian

law

legal
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origins:

terms

its

su

Hugucc

used

in
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glosses by Alanus Anglicus includ
ence of Roman law limited to Can
Common

law

England

with
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37 Ε.F. Vodola, 'Fides et culpa: the use of R
Power, studies on medieval law and govern
birthday, ed. Brian Tierney and Peter Li

38 Ibid., p. 84.
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general notions into which English law as practised throu
could be usefully categorized and unified. Despite the app

of English customary law, it was Bracton's concern to

essential coherence and rationality.39 And it is today admi

that there are numerous affinities between the classical Roma

the early Common lawyer. In method, both medieval Com
Roman jurist avoided generalizations and universal definit
was casuistic, developing from case to case, and their inte

lishing a good working set of rules.40 This was what Canon la

do as well. Unwritten law and church law could be presen
categories established by Roman law. If Roman law was us

the thirteenth century to recast liturgical matters into juristi
of Paris can be seen to be revealing this process and indirectl

reluctance on the part of Canonists or publicists like Aeg
acknowledge their sources in proper context: these were

which in turn referred to nature and reason and man's histor
history, and were all fundamentally relevant to the issues of

contracts, dominium. If baptism was a contract, then ot

aspects of society could best be described in Civil law terms a

Indeed, the recent research on the reception of Roman l
and fourteenth-century Anjou, Bretagne and Poitou as e

vernacular customaries of these regions shows how Romanizin

citations of Roman law texts, the inclusion of whole glos

passages, did not serve to change customary law. Rather, Rom

the customary practice by a parallel Roman law rule; and
vided systematic categories for accumulations of apparent

sense of locally specific, practices.41

But why, we ask, was it necessary to cite Roman law as
source at all for customary practice? The answer, I believe
what Robert Lopez has called the 'commençai revolution' o

century, and what Lester Little has described as the 'profit ec

39 See Peter Stein, Roman Law and English Jurisprudence (Cambridge, 1

40 W.W. Buckland and A. McNair, Roman Law and Common Law, a Com
revised 2nd edn., F.H. Lawson (Cambridge, 1952), p. xiv and Lawson's E

and McNair's text, ibid., p. 80, where he says: 'the difference between Rom
by no means so great as is stated in (Buckland's original) text.' p. 80.

41 J.Ph. Lévy, Le Droit Romain en Anjou, Brétagne, Poitou: (d'après le
series lus Romanum Medii Aevi, pars V, 4b (Milan, 1976).

42 Robert Lopez, 7"Ae Commençai Revolution of the Middle Ages (New Jer
Little, Religious Poverty and the Profit Economy in Medieval Europe (Corn
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example of the influence of Roman law acting immediately
Canon law) on English custom regarding possession. And th

beginning of a petitioning of the king as arbiter in property di
defined the role of the state. In Roman law language one cou
thirteenth-century events as follows: the dominus hardly had a
some property and had transferred the res mancipi by traditio t
land, thereby creating a bonitary ownership. He retained some
seem to be that of jurisdictional arbitration. This is what John
effect, defending in his distinction between dominium and j
residual dominium, i.e. the ultimate right to a thing, was left i

the king and gave him a right to control the property of hi

sessing subjects in extremis, for the survival of the state. This
writing if only because it justified recent developments during
century, and of course, it reduces the king's arbitrium as feuda

It is well to recall that in the earlier feudal seignorial wo
individual possessions were a nonsense. Property rights had n
feudal court cases where mutual relationships and their relat
were judged and whereby land was held (tenure) for a return. B
of the thirteenth century seignorial courts were the agents
objective reifying law: the tenant makes his claim regarding his
tenement (possessio); the lord makes his claim to his right t
tudes' (dominium, jus in re). Each plaintiff is recognized w
independent properties without reference to the other. The

one where a tenant de facto owns or holds his land whilst the lor
servitude over the land, a jus in re aliéna. Milsom has shown how

for thirteenth-century England. This can be extended to Fra
period. The fact of dominium had passed in one hundred yea
relative, interdependent thing to an independent property d
law courts where at least the descriptive categories of remedies
follow Roman, civil law procedure regarding possessory rights.

Marsilius of Padua, twenty-five years after John of Paris, wa
the same Civil law language of property disputes in his defence

can rejection of ownership of the property they used. Mar

maintained a distinction between dominium and usus against cur
This position was, strangely, conservative, for Marsilius does ad

more common to use the term dominium to mean both the prin
lay claim to something rightfully acquired (in accordance with '
mean a coercive command or prohibition of the human legislato

or usufruct of the thing.45 Also, he notes, 'possession' does m

45 Marsilius of Padua, Defensor Paris, Discourse II, c. xii (14 ii). I have

translation of Alan Gewirth for my citations in translation; here p. 193,
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mean both abstract, incorporeal
of the thing or its use.46 But M
dominium, ius, possessio, propr
use—the rejection of John XXII's
pope's rejection of the opposing
The consequence for Marsilius's
the whole church through defin
right.
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alienation of lands by tenants. The old fief, the fee simple ha

in northern Europe it seems, become an estate whose ow
article of commerce.48 Old feudal services were now seen

incidents as capital gains. Feudal seisin had become a p

defensible before the law, like usucapio. Godefroy of Fontain

John of Paris were not describing feudal inheritances or
property justly acquired through labour. Revised Roman la
therefore, extremely useful as justificatory means of exp
indeed happened in the thirteenth- and early fourteenth-cen
England regarding dominium, iura in re and possessio.

It has already been noted that John of Paris's inspiration an

understanding of dominium was Godefroy of Fontaines's

minationes. Godefroy had shown himself in favour of a repu

reigned supreme, where an elected prince was like a magi
dictional powers who must conform to the law, where t
freely discussed, agreed to and established by community
where revolt against a tyrant who by definition had brok
ruled, was legal. Lejeune has shown how such principles ha

political practice in Godefroy's Liège by the end of the thirte
These principles were employed not only as formulae to be im

politically involved but also as justificatory formulae after
ready-made for a situation that had evolved politically. Civ
expressed by Godefroy served, then, as the theoretical jus
behaviour of the chapter of canons of Notre Dame et Saint La
as described by Lejeune.50

Indeed, Roman Civil law procedures and formulae as, in e
by the publicist John of Paris, were not merely meant

48 Milsom, Legal Framework of English Feudalism, p. 99. See also

Foundations of the Common Law (London, 1969).

49 J. Lejeune, 'De Godefroid de Fontaines à la paix de Fexhe (1316)', in
Liégeoise, 6 (1958-62), pp. 1215-61. I owe this reference to Father John

published a study of Godefroy of Fontaines which I have not yet had the
xerox of Lejeune's article was kindly sent to me by Prof. Bultot of the Un
Louvain, Louvain-la-Neuve.

50 Lejeune, 'De Godefroid de Fontaines', pp. 1248 f. 'Le chapitre ...

consentement des représentants du pays la legitimation d'un pouvoir dont
qu'il ne pouvait tenir ni du sacre ni de l'investiture. ... Il se substitue ainsi
tient son pouvoir du consentement de tous.' From 1302 until the peace o

then to the peace of Fexhe (1316) 'on voit la primauté de la commun
positions, des attitudes, des pouvoirs, l'alliance du chapitre des chanoine
ville de Liège', p. 1254.
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